
• The Primaries. They’re nearly over but already several patriotic candidates made it to the general election in spite of 
some dirty tricks. Arizona was a classic case that appeared to be dominated by a ringer candidate (promoted by the 
opposition) in the early voting. People are ready for a change. Watch this great video on a challenger in Wyoming. 
https://rumble.com/v1exccx-were-fed-up-harriet-hageman-stars-in-best-campaign-video-in-wyoming-history.html

• Vote, Vote, Vote. This may be one of the most important elections we will ever have in the United States. We are that 
close to losing our constitutional freedoms. Vote because you may never get another chance to truly affect the outcome. 
Not voting doesn’t send a message of disgust witht the political system, it sends a message of hopelessness and accep-
tance. Do not listen to those who tell you not to vote. Voting is critical.

• Election Integrity? A great deal of  evidence has surfaced questioning the legitmacy of the 2020 election. Trust in the 
integrity of our elections is at a low point. Ballots mailed out en mass to dirty registration rolls including dead people, 
non-citizens, people who have moved to another state or county; ballot harvesting including taking advantage of the 
elderly, no voter identification requirements, unsecured drop boxes, media bias, censorship, chain of custody lapses, poll 
observer obstruction. Here’s what we’ve learned:

• Vote in Person. 80% of the people who voted for Kari Lake in AZ (who won) voted in person on election day. Voting 
in person, using the ballot mailed to you and turned in without the envelope, is the safest way to secure your vote. In 
Arizona, early “mailed in” or “drop box” votes were loaded into the tabulating machines based on a pre-determined 
projection to defeat a popular candidate. The Maricopa County election officals stopped counting the votes once they 
realized they could not further alter the count and tried to regroup. It didn’t work. The key is to VOTE IN PERSON.

• Voting at the Polls. Take your pristine, completed ballot to your polling place as soon as the polls open to avoid long 
lines. Keep your ballot envelope available but not visible (in case they claim you have already voted). If you fill out a bal-
lot at the poll, do not use a felt tip pen or sharpie if they try to insist you use one. Take your own black or blue pen just 
in case. Felt tip pens can smear and sharpies can bleed through the paper causing the tabulating machine to reject your 
ballot and send it to adjucation (more about this below). If your polls use ballot marking devices, insist on using your own 
ballot. Insert your completed ballot into the ballot box or watch the attendant do it.

• Adjucation. Adjucation happens when the tabulating machine kicks out the ballot because of smearing, bleed-thru,  
tears, stains, etc. Questionable markings are evaluated by someone who decides how you meant to vote and makes an 
independent determination. Damaged ballots are reproduced on a clean ballot, creating an opportunity for change.

• Do the Research. If you have serious reservations about the direction of the country, research is critical. If possible, 
listen to your local candidates in live forums to get a sense of their sincerity and honesty. The incumbents (politicans 
already holding office) have a voting record. Track it down. See if they voted your values and beliefs. It is likely there will 
be smears, lies, big money advertisements, and a bit of truth. Don’t just vote for a name you recognize. Avoid Google if 
possible for your research as it is extremely biased. Yandex.com is a safer search engine.

• Voter Guides. Several voter guides will be available in the very near future. Information on local judges (activists or 
constitutionalists) and state and local propositions are also an important research area. More information will be 
forthcoming but BiblicalVoter.com is a great place to start.

• Get Involved Locally. Change starts at the local level. Volunteer your time, talents and donate what money you can 
afford. Your local school board and city council members directly affect you, your children and your daily life.

•.Volunteer to be a poll worker. Sign up at EIPca.com/volunteer before the end of August for California poll 
observer training. Have tailgate parties at drop boxes. Watch absentee ballots being counted at your local clerk’s office.

Vote
 like your future
depends on it.

Enough is enough!


